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New Clubs on Campus

Covenant Robotics begins trial semester
while others like the Art Club begin
official semesters
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Phone Usage

A study by Covenant student claims
more phone-time decreases desire to
do things
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Marcus Camby
Give him a shot, says Nate Plating
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Mini Maker Faire

A recap of the annual event hosted by
CO.LAB and a look at one of Covenant’s
own
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THE RESCINDING OF DACA

by Chase Waller

On Tuesday, Sept. 5, President
Donald Trump formally ended
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA), a policy protecting deported immigrant
children who live in the United
States illegally. This decision
has been the subject of substantial controversy in past
weeks. Furthermore, many of
the implications of the termination of DACA on Dreamers (a
term given to these immigrant
children) remain unclear.
Trump’s termination
of the program follows suit
with his overall sentiments

concerning immigrants. In a
statement on the rescinding of
DACA, Trump said, “...I do not
favor punishing children, most
of whom are now adults, for
the actions of their parents.
But we must also recognize
that we are nation of opportunity because we are a nation
of laws.”
In the same statement, Trump later said, “Only
by the reliable enforcement
of immigration law can we
produce safe communities,
a robust middle class, and
economic fairness for all
Americans.” For Trump, it is a
matter of protecting jobs for

Americans from those who enter the country illegally.
Dreamers, on the other hand, present a different
narrative—one of an ongoing
struggle to build a life in the
United States.
In an interview with
NPR, Dan Lee, a Dreamer,
said the following concerning
his future: “I just want to be
able to know if I’m going to be
able to keep what I built here.
I want to be able to one day
own a house, have a family,
have a job and watch football
on Sundays peacefully.”
Lee is not the only
one who feels the anxiety of

an unsure future in America.
The New York Times reported
the removal of the five-yearold program will result in the
eligibility of approximately
800,000 adolescents for deportation.
At Covenant, both Dreamers
and the campus community as
a whole feel the effects of the
action. International students,
the campus community, and
various administrative offices
are addressing the issue.
But what does addressing the issue mean?
For Covenant, it means being
aware.
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Freshman
Election Results
By Michael Fennema

Another year at Covenant
means another freshman
class presidential election.
The following five candidates:
John Bae, Emily Brauer, Jack
Edling, Miller Green, and
Liam Ohrvall, campaigned
with slogans, posters, and
even short videos. John Bae
advertised himself primarily through posters with his
campaign slogan, “Bae is the
Way,” while Jack Edling made
himself known by his two
hats. One proudly possessed
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
his four letter name across
his head while the other,
Gianis is also contacting
from his department to
a top hat, served as a key
big organizations like NASA
Georgia Tech to watch one
touch to his campaign slogan:
and Boeing, who may be
of their engineering compe“Don’t just vote for a class
funding wisely.
by Michael Fennema
interested in supporting the
titions. Gianis thought, “Why president. Vote for a classy
Covenant Robotics has been
club. Once they have enough can’t we be doing this now at president.”
off to a great start, accordA few weeks ago, Cov Con
Emily advertised her candifunding, the club will be able Covenant?”
ing to club president Abigail
showcased all the clubs
to buy equipment for building Stern warned her that starting dacy with a poster playing on
Covenant has to offer. With so Gianis (‘19). At Cov Con,
the historical phrase, “Keep
and programming robots and the club would take a lot of
many groups to choose from, sixty-one people expressed
Calm and Vote for Emily.”
will be able to enter competi- hard work, but Gianis finds
interest and about thirty-five
you may have missed a few
Miller Green hung photos of
tions at other schools.
it rewarding. “I just see the
new clubs, including Covenant people have attended each
herself standing juxtaposed
Gianis is part of the
fruits it’s producing,” she
meeting.
Robotics and Fellowship of
by four tall men to drive
Dual Degree Engineering pro- said. Students often come
home her slogan, “Little Girl.
Robot parts are expensive,
Christian Athletes, which are
gram and noticed engineering into the engineering program Big Plans.” Additionally, she
but because this is the club’s
in their trial semesters.
majors do not have many
with little or no experience,
published updates on her
trial semester, members had
Each new club at Covenant
opportunities to get hands-on but Covenant Robotics is
campaign Instagram page
to exhaust other outlets in ormust first go through a trial
experience at Covenant.
helping them get involved
that bore the same name as
der to raise money. Covenant
semester, which means they
“In high school, I was the
with other students in the
her slogan. Liam Ohrvall also
Robotics members put on a
receive no funding during
president of the robotics club major.
utilized the popular social
their first semester while they bake sale during Homecoming
for three years. That’s why I’m Fellowship of Christian Athmedia site, presenting a short
gauge student interest in the Weekend and raised enough
an engineering major because letes (FCA) is also doing well, video of himself marching
funds to put on their first
club. Student Senate overin step with bagpipe-playing
I loved it so much,” Gianis
according to club president
prototyping competition. “We
sees all clubs. Senate deterHezekiah Brown to appeal
said.
John Mitchell (‘19).
mines how much funding each were able to network with so
to student’s school pride.
Dr. Curtis Stern, professor of FCA will meet once or twice
many alumni and parents,”
club receives and verifies
engineering, took students
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
said Gianis.
club leaders are using their

New Clubs, Old Clubs,
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A STUDY ON PHONE USAGE AND ITS EFFECTS
by Grace DeGraaf

In 2007, the first iPhone became available. This handheld
atomic bomb of a device exploded over the next decade,
offering social networking
sites such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter on mobile.
Since the invention of the
iPhone, the amount of time
spent on cell phones has skyrocketed worldwide and only
continues to grow as more so-

DACA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Zach Plating (‘12), the head
of international students in
Covenant’s admissions office
said, “From the standpoint
of an admissions counselor,
it does change, in some way,
the way that I’m going to portray myself…because we want
to look at [them] as a holistic
person and a Christian and a
student….”
Admissions, among
other entities on campus,
are operating under the same
paradigm as Plating; they are
focusing on all international
students primarily as fellow
believers and building an
awareness of how they are
presenting themselves to international students in light of
the political context.
A continuously growing and evolving consciousness of these students and our
relationship with them, then,
is the response of Covenant to
these questions. This evolving
consciousness has taken visible forms, such as the renaming of the Diversity Club to the
Multicultural Program. Though
the ramifications and future
of DACA remain uncertain,
Covenant’s approach to them
are clear. The Covenant community will fulfill its academic
and spiritual obligations to all
students as a school and as
a group of Christians. These
sentiments are nothing new.
In an interview with Sarah
Ocando, Associate Dean of
Students at Covenant College,
she expressed the news does
not change the way she thinks
about international students.
“The executive orders and
things like that I don’t think
have deeply changed my perspective on how I respond to
potentially undocumented students or students under DACA.
Because it has always felt sensitive to me.”
Rather than seeing these circumstances through the lens
of the political conversation,
Ocando chooses to relation-

cial media and entertainment
applications become popular.
Many individuals have raised
questions in relation to this
new entity, trying to understand exactly how much time
the average American youth
spends on their phone and
the effects this lifestyle (as it
is fast becoming) has on their
lives.
Carolyn Gregoire, a senior
writer for the Huffington Post,

says in an article entitled
“You Probably Use Your Smartphone Way More Than You
Think” says, “New research
conducted by British psychologists shows that young adults
use their smartphones roughly
twice as much as they estimate that they do.”
According to Common Sense
Media, 59 percent of parents
would consider their teens to
be addicted to their phones.

Psychiatrist Florence Jensen,
in her book “The Teenage
Brain,” expands on the notion
that millennials are addicted
to their phones by noting that
the use of digital technology
like smartphones have become rooted in the teenage
psyche so much so that when
they are deprived of media,
many of them experience withdrawal-like symptoms similar
to those experienced by drug

addicts.
I wanted to test the claim
that young adults use their
phones more often than they
think, so I collected a group of
freshmen in my major (International Studies) and asked
them individually how many
times they think they check
their phones in a 24-hour period. I also asked how much
time overall they believe they
spend on their phones in this

ally interact with this difficult
context. In the same interview, Ocando stressed the importance of dealing with these
things in a one-on-one setting. Plating echoed a similar
approach in the Admissions
Office, desiring to treat each
student as their own unique
case rather than trying to find
a precedent with which to
treat every international student.
This relational approach is helpful given that
Covenant does not and can
not know which international
students are Dreamers unless
those students chose to come
forth. This policy is kept for the
protection of said students
(through safe spaces like the
Multicultural Program, providing safe places for these students to share their stories).
Because, more often than not,
these students remain unidentified, the emphasis is not
on DACA, but rather on community.
Furthermore, many
students under DACA find it
hard to trust institutions. This
is another reason Covenant
does not require international
students to reveal their status
as Dreamers or not. However,
for this reason, it is important for students to approach
these relationships with the
same amount of grace and
obligation, being members of
the community who are not
employed by the institution.
Whether or not individuals on campus are studying or working via DACA, it is
important to be reminded of
the responsibility of Christians
towards all brothers and sisters in Christ.
In her interview, Ocando added, “We just have this
really radical vision for what
it means to be one body, but
also what it means to genuinely look at someone as made in
the image of God.” For many
members of Covenant’s context, the concept of Imago
Dei, though it has become a

cliché in many Christian communities, finds necessary and
urgent application in this context.
These
theological
ideas are a refrain for students
starting even before freshman
year, yet many members of the
community have stressed the
importance and application
of these ideas in this context
as the community continues
to interact with brothers and
sisters of various backgrounds
and ethnicities.
As this conversation
continues, Ocando urges students to recognize the complexities of the conversation.
From politicians, to students,
to school employees, there
is a tapestry of perspectives
within the issue. For this reason, it is imperative, as with
many circumstances, to recognize that the issue is intricate and nuanced.
Thus, the panoply of
voices must be observed to
fully approach the issue of
DACA, and create a helpful
atmosphere for conversation
within Covenant’s community.

when Mitchell began working
to start FCA, he decided it
needed to be a little different
at Covenant.
Instead of competing with
ministries like Reformed
University Fellowship (RUF) or
hall life, Mitchell wants FCA
to be a place where student
athletes can “fellowship for
our good and God’s glory.”
Mitchell says there has been
a lot of interest in FCA. “It
was surprising how many
people I don’t know came up
and asked me about FCA,”
Mitchell said. A Student
Senate member also told him
a lot of prospective students
ask about FCA.
The survival of any campus
club depends on the interest
of students and whether it
fits the needs of the Covenant
community. Clubs are usually
required to have at least ten
active members, unless the
nature of the club does not
require that many, like the
debate team or Laugh Track,
according to Student Body
Vice President Isaac Van
Puffelen (‘19).
If a club does not fulfill its
NEW CLUBS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
requirements at the end of
its trial semester, it may be
a month for about an hour to placed on probation or even
dissolved by Student Senate.
play games, fellowship, and
“There are seasons where
pray. At their first meeting,
clubs have more or less intera trivia night, thirty people
showed up, representing every est,” Van Puffelen s
Funding for clubs is extracted
team on campus. They also
from the fee every student pays,
spent time praying for the
teams with games that week. and Student Senate seeks to
FCA is a national organizasteward that money wisely, contion, but Mitchell says the
firmed Van Puffelen. Each class
Covenant group will be a little president serves as a liaison to
different than most. He com- several clubs, meeting with club
pares what most groups do
leadership every two weeks to
to Hall Prayer and Praise, but get an update on how the club
he doesn’t want to compete
is doing.
with the ministries Covenant
The Art club and the Ping Pong
already has.
club were in their trial semesters
“In the past, Covenant’s had
last spring and are in their first
FCA, and it kind of fizzled
official semesters now, with
out,” Mitchell said. Mitchell
funding and “full rights and
had transferred from Mercer
privileges.”
University, which had a thrivAbi Ogle (‘18), president
ing FCA. Last semester, taid.

of the Art club, said that in a
club’s trial semester, “You’re
trying to make your idea catch
fire, to have people say ‘I want
to be a part of that.’”
“It’s tricky, because you want to
do something that’s productive,”
Ogle said. “You’re looking at
how you can be a blessing to the
community.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

THE VERDICT

YES,
To KID KILTER
NO,
to kid
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FRESHMAN RESULT

to learn more about the
nature of leadership, stating,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
“It’s humbling having to ask
“There’s nothing more key to people for things. It made me
Covenant than the bagpipes,” think about hearing people
he stated.
in a different way because I
Despite a two day de- had to listen to the needs of
lay due to Hurricane Irma, the the community first.” Liam
candidates stood before their Ohrvall expressed a similar
class on Wednesday, Septem- sentiment, stating his reason
ber 13, in Mills 160 for the
for running for office: “I saw
class debates. After giving an it as a great opportunity to
introductory address (where
serve the freshman class.”
Jack Edling notably rapped
After another day
his entire speech), the moder- of voting, Student Senate
ator posed questions, and the announced Liam Ohrvall as
candidates answered. “They
the freshman class president.
[the debates] were really
Originally from Weatherford,
helpful in cementing my vote” TX, Liam now resides in
stated one freshman.
Brethren hall in Belz tower.
Due to the close
Between the heavy load of his
results at the polls the next
double majors in Internationday, a runoff election took
al Studies and Psychology, he
place between Liam Ohrvall
loves to participate in crossfit
and Miller Green. Inspired
and model-Un and makes
to run for office by Neely
time to appreciate art, specifGoree, Coordinator of Stuically cinematography. You’ll
dent Leadership, Miller had
be hardpressed to find him
a simple campaign strategy:
out of professional dress and
“Meet people; get to know
not wearing one of his twenthem.” As she ran, she began ty ties: 10 neckties and 10

bowties—even during a nap,
as I caught him. He attributes
his fondness for dressing up
to his father, a lawyer, who
modeled this for him at an
early age.
Along with his other duties—
planning events for the class,
delegating and administrating
clubs, and voting on

A STUDY ON
PHONES

committees—he desires,
above all, to represent the
interests of the freshman
class and happily invites his
peers to come to him with
their concerns and ideas to
help him fulfill that office.
He also hopes that freshman
would consider following his
official Instagram page, @
presliamofficial, as a means

of contacting him as well as
a way to keep up to date on
class affairs.
“Since he won the election,
I’ve seen Liam put considerable effort in preparing for
the position,” said one freshman. Runner-up Miller Green
stated in an interview, “I
think Liam will do a great job.
He takes it very seriously.”

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK
”This painting is goofy and thick,”
-Dr. Weichbrodt.

Contiuned from page 2

this time frame.
My classmates answered
with looks of mingled focus and
sheepishness, perhaps recognizing,
for the first time, how much time
they actually spend looking at a
screen. I next asked if they would be
willing to download an app called
Moment that would track both of
these behaviors for the next five
days. Many individuals seemed surprised I was going to check their
estimates so invasively, but they all
kindly agreed, with varying degrees
of apprehensiveness, to participate.
Before we continue, I want
to admit the serious limitations of
my informal study. Once teens are
aware that their time on their devices is being tracked, they might
be more self-conscious and therefore prone to altering the amount
of time they spend on their phones.
This defect is called the Hawthorne
Effect and it may have been a complicating factor in my research. To
partially mitigate this effect, the
participants were given 24 hours
to fall back into a regular routine
before the data collection began.
Additionally, the students were
instructed to place the Moment
app icon in a discrete location so
as not to be reminded of its existence every time they opened their
phones. These measures, though
not foolproof, may have helped the
research to be less biased.
The accompanying table

displays the participants’ assumptions compared to the actual data.
Cricket, Rana, and Earnest (whose
names are changed to protect privacy) were participants who contradict the hypothesis that students
underestimate the time they spend
on their phones. Cricket and Earnest predicted thirty minutes more
than they actually spent, and Rana
fell short by a full hour. The majority
(67 percent), however, spent more
time overall than they had anticipated.
Interestingly, most who
did spend more time than they estimated tended to spend a lot more
than expected. Take participant
Springer for example. Springer estimated that she spends an average
of an hour and a half on her phone
each day. However, her Moment
data showed that she spent about
five hours on her phone during each
observed day. Carol exemplifies the
Huffington Post’s claim, spending
almost twice as much time as expected. Half of the participants
spent at least four hours on their
phones that is, over 25 percent of
the waking day (8 a.m. – 11 p.m.
though, admittedly, Covenant students are not guaranteed to spend
any significant amount of time
asleep).
According to Dr. Sally Andrews, a psychologist at Nottingham Trent University, “The fact that
we use our phones twice as many
times as we think we do indicates

that a lot of smartphone use seems
to be habitual, automatic behaviors
that we have no awareness of.” The
participants in my informal study
were not immune to such habitual
phone use. Together they checked
their phones an average of 70 times
per day almost five times per waking hour.
In my interview with Dr.
Eames, a professor and psychologist at Covenant College, he told
me about a journalist named Jean
Twenge who wrote an article for

the Atlantic entitled “Have Smartphones Destroyed a Generation?”
Professor Twenge found several
correlations for those born between
1995 and 2012. She notes that the
more time teens spend looking at
the screens of their devices, the
more likely they are to delay getting
a driver’s license, less likely to get
adequate sleep, and even less likely
to date.
Writer Carolyn Gregoire’s
claim that teens spend more time
than they anticipate on their phones

found some support in the study
I conducted with a small group of
students here at Covenant College.
It is evident that knowledge is our
greatest weapon as we explore new
ways of connecting with each other and learn how best to integrate
technology into our lives. We must
test every foreign influence on our
lives so we do not become like frogs
in warm water that do not realize
they are dinner until the water is
boiling.
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By Berto Dryden

Ladies, it is about that time of
the year again; the time of year
when your boyfriend starts replying to your text messages
a little slower than usual. You
think it is because he is losing
interest in you, but he’s not,
his interest just has shifted
from you to something else.
Don’t worry, there isn’t another girl in his life, but there is
a new fling sparking up. That
fling is called NBA 2K18, and
just when people thought it
couldn’t get any better, it did.
From smoother gameplay to
more historic teams, 2K18
has improved tremendously.
2K Sports took another step
to separate itself from its

competitor EA Sports.
One of the new improvements on the game is
the My Career mode. On the
last installment of the game,
gamers played as “Pres” and
battled to gain respect from
fans, teammates, and major
endorsers. This year, playing
as DJ, gamers get to do all
those things, plus more. They
get to interact with Doc at his
barbershop, play mini games
at arcades, and communicate
with none other than the great
Lavar Ball. Some people may
love the new additions, since
it gives the player other options rather than just play NBA
games, games at the park,

and practice. It is definitely a
change for 2K, but I think it is
a good change.
Another component
2K added to the game is more
historic teams and an all-time
NBA roster for most teams. For
those who think the 01’-02’
Sacramento Kings were cheated in the Western Conference
Finals, you can now play as
them and beat the Kobe and
Shaq Lakers. Want to settle a
debate on if the 73-9 Warriors
team is better than the 72-10
Bulls team? Let the two go
head to head and let the best
team come out victorious.
You can also relive the
golden moment when Carmelo

THE CASE FOR
MARCUS CAMBY
By Nate Plating

In the brief sliver of time between Michael Jordan and
Lebron James, the basketball
world was treated to another
#23. This came in the form of
a 6’11” center out of the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass) who could swat
a jumper, corral it, and go
the other way for an acrobatic, Wade-esque layup. A man
whose free throws brought images of a medieval trebuchet
and its destruction into the
minds of his fans. A man who
could turn with the grace of a
ballerina and release a shot
so high that no defender could
ever dream of touching it. No
player before or since Marcus
Camby has brought beauty
and strength to the game of

basketball in such perfect unison. For this, he deserves endless praise and adoration, but
most of all, he deserves a spot
among the greatest centers of
all time.
Marcus Camby launched himself into the national spotlight
during his three years at UMass. During this time he led
the Minutemen on two deep
tournament runs, as well as
received the Wooden Award
and the Naismith Player of the
Year Award. Most impressively, however, he did all of this
while wearing quite possibly
the largest t-shirt ever seen by
mankind.
When he finally felt like he
had had enough fun dominating college basketball for
three years, Camby chose
to enter the 1996 draft, one

of the deepest drafts in NBA
history. He was taken second
overall by the Toronto Raptors. He quickly left a mark,
being named All-Rookie First
Team and leading the league
in blocks his second year.
After solidifying his place as
a star, he moved to the aging
Patrick Ewing’s Knicks team.
The simple fact that Patrick
Ewing was really old gave
Camby a chance to display his
pure excellence and complete
control of the game. After Ewing suffered a torn achilles,
Camby was able to take over
the ‘98-’99 team and will them
into the NBA Finals as an eight
seed, the only team to ever do
so. Aside from befriending Latrell Sprewell, Camby could do
no wrong in New York.
Following his dominance in

Anthony hit a dagger 3 against
the Bulls in Madison Square
Garden on Easter. There are
plenty of options to choose
from, and over 20 more teams
to play with. This aspect of
the game has given 2K an
edge over NBA Live 18, even
though I do like the fact the
NBA Live has incorporated the
WNBA into the game. It was
definitely a smart move, but
the fact that 2K has historic
and all-time teams, the Play
Now option is considerably
better.
Overall, 2K did not let
the gamers down. There are a
few changes in the gameplay,
namely, the shot meter has

been altered completely and
more fouls are being called. It
will take some time to adjust
to the new gameplay, it may
even get a little frustrating
for gamers who are so used to
playing 2K17, but you will enjoy working at perfecting your
game. I didn’t touch on half
the things 2K has added to the
game, so if you want to know
more, I say go get it and play
the game. You won’t regret it.

New York, a dominance comparable only to that of the
Holy Roman Empire, Camby
moved on to Denver. Here he
snagged a Defensive Player of
the Year award, launching him
into the company of Michael
Jordan and Big Ben Wallace.
He averaged around eleven
rebounds per game, led the
league in blocks per game
three consecutive years, and
added a healthy two or three
assists per game.
While Camby’s stats are indeed impressive, they pale
in comparison to his unparalleled display of heroism
on a fateful December night.
During a 2006 game against
the Knicks, Camby sacrificed
his own career and well-being
for another teammate. Carmelo Anthony was retreating after
nailing Mandy Collins with a
solid punch during what has
been called the worst brawl
since the Malice at the Palace, but Melo could not get
away fast enough.
Quickly, like a charging rhinoceros, the Knicks’ Jared
Jeffries was bearing down
on him. Camby saw this and

quickly threw himself in front
of Jeffries, but, being the
sizable man that he was, he
immediately tripped and fell
down. During this tumble,
however, Camby’s hefty 6’11”
frame caught Jeffries, bringing him down as well. This act
saved Melo from a potential
career ending punch in the
face that he absolutely deserved. But hey, who wants to
watch a Melo-less NBA? I sure
don’t. It was this kind of teammates-first attitude that set
Camby apart from the pack.
When it comes down to the
best center in NBA history,
you may look at the stats and
the rings and mindlessly put
Bill Russell, Shaq, or Kareem
in that spot. Sure, they were
great, but they did not possess the same fire—the same
boost—that Camby brought
to a team. He had the intangibles, the things coaches
could only dream of finding in
a player. Marcus Camby, the
ultimate role player and teammate, has certainly earned
a shot at being named the
greatest center of all time.

ART

IMMATERIAL: CLOTH IN COLLABORATION

By Anna Rohl

On Thursday, Sept. 21, Jenine
Shereos led a discussion
about her art collection titled
“Immaterial: Cloth in Collaboration,” which is currently
on display in the Kresge second-floor gallery. She fielded
questions about her art with
humility and openness in her
pleasant, soft-spoken manner.
Jenine’s art reflects her graceful, unimposing personality,
and leaves the thoughtful
viewer with questions about
man’s place in nature and
art’s ability to bring the two
closer together.
Jenine earned her undergraduate degree in 2D art, but
it was only when she began
graduate studies at California
State University, Long Beach
that she discovered the wonderful potential for fibers in
art. The term “fibers” encompasses all sorts of ways to create: dyeing fabric, paper making, weaving, and printing on
fabric, among others. Though
her career has varied, Jenine
has found herself returning to
this division of the art world.
Since graduating, Jenine has
held residencies in Boston,

Maine, France, America’s West
Coast, and most recently, the
Appalachian Mountains. The
unique ecosystems of each of
these places has left its mark
on Jenine’s work by providing
her with a new set of materials
to work with and imitate.
Three distinct examples of
Jenine’s art are displayed in
the Kresge art gallery. First,
there is a series of knitted
pieces titled De/Constructed
Lace, each of which imitates a
certain type of plant-life. Red,
green, and aqua, these swaths
of material were knit by Jenine
using a knitting machine with
pre-set patterns. The patterns
are intentionally manipulated
to evoke the patterns of nature. These pieces are pinned
to the wall like delicate insect
specimens on display, and
are closely tied to the second
type of art in the gallery: photographs of Jenine’s knitted
pieces inserted into nature.
For example, De/Constructed Lace (Seaweed) has been
hung next to a photograph
titled “Knit Seaweed,” which
depicts the lace immersed in
New England water, looking
very much like a clump of natural seaweed. Observing both

the photograph and the lace
together allows the viewer to
admire the depth of Jenine’s
work. Each element is beautiful on its own, but together they create an even more
beautiful homage to nature’s
ephemeral beauty.
Jenine’s third type of art
in the gallery is a series of
eight cyanotypes which bear
images of her knitted pieces. Cyanotypes are blue and
white ‘photographs’ made on
photosensitized paper, where
spaces exposed to light turn
blue, and any covered areas
remain white. The results are
striking outlines of whatever
has been put on the paper.
Jenine’s knitted pieces leave
marks that bring to mind spiders webs and coral reefs and
waves washing up on the sand.
The combination of these
three types of artwork is powerful because it causes the
viewer to consider just what
Jenine’s art is. Out of one
artistic process, three different pieces are produced. So,
what and where is her art? Is
it the knitted lace, so thoughtfully crafted, or the period of
performance when her pieces
were placed in their natu-

to promote makers and learners no matter where they are
from. It is the pinnacle of the
unexpected.
At this year’s Maker Faire, a
life-sized R2D2 robot rolled
around to different booths
beeping cheerily and posing for selfies. Two people
on a garish, brightly-colored,
wacky, three-seater bike cycled past the crowd. Over in
another niche, small robots
fought in a glass case while
onlookers cheered loudly for
their favorites. Chattanooga
Fire Dancers occupied another area, roped off by caution

tape and surrounded by awed
spectators.
Artists like Danyelle Woods of
Danyelle Woods Designs added to the lively mix. Woods creates pieces that are inspired
by the natural world around
her using local organic materials from Chattanooga. In another realm of the art world is
Claudia Berck, the representative for Ayelet’s Style at Maker Faire. All of the pieces she
sells are hand embroidered by
natives from Chiapas, Mexico.
Next to Claudia’s booth was
Covenant College’s own Abi
Ogle, a senior art major, selli

CHATTANOOGA MINI
MAKER FAIRE

By Ellie Brown

On Sept. 9, 2017, artists,
engineers, and scientists all
mingled together resulting
in the annual Chattanooga
Mini Maker Faire. A maze of
booths showcasing makers of
all kinds covered the grounds
at the First Tennessee Pavilion
with ingenuity. The Chattanooga Mini Maker Faire is put on
by CO.LAB, a nonprofit organization in southeast Tennessee
whose goal is to encourage
and enable entrepreneurs in
their growth and success. The
purpose of the Maker Faire is

ral settings? Or perhaps the
photographs that capture moments of that performance are
the real art?
Jenine herself acknowledged
this tension in her lecture on
her work Thursday evening.
For her, and for the thoughtful viewer, open questions like
these in her art invite contemplation long after one has left
the gallery.
One of my favorite pieces displayed in “Immaterial” is Winter Leaves, a photograph of
what appears to be two skeletal red leaves, barely hanging
onto their branch. However,
upon getting acquainted with
Jenine’s work, one realizes
that the intricate veins which
are falling so delicately apart
are not truly decayed leaves:
they are actually embroidered
and knotted human hair, so intricately woven that one could
look and never realize this was
not the result of natural processes.
This piece, so beautiful on the
surface, is loaded with complexities. Why hair? In some
contexts, hair is luxurious and
beautiful to us, and yet there
are many places where an uning her signature paint palette
jewelry, prints, and graphic tees. This summer, Ogle
worked for CO.STARTERS, an
offshoot of CO.LAB. CO.STARTERS encouraged her to participate in Maker Faire, but her
experience in selling her work
at Covenant College also inspired her to give Maker Faire
a chance. “Covenant students
really made this possible. I
never would have had a place
to sell jewelry in the first place
if it hadn’t been for the Baker
tree Festival,” Ogle said.
For Ogle, it was a privilege to
be a part of such a unique
event. “The best part was
seeing that there are so many
unique makers in Chattanooga
and that it is such a maker
friendly city that’s interest
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expected hair is disgusting.
Jenine has used the crown of
a human head to mimic the
crown of a tree, and the result
is delightfully contradictory.
This piece exemplifies many
of the recurring themes in
Jenine’s work. It explores
man’s place in nature and provides Jenine the opportunity
to place a piece of herself into
her natural surroundings. The
leaves are a product of both
carefully planned, repetitious
processes and of nature’s
ability to enhance a piece
in unexpected ways. Finally,
Winter Leaves is an example
of the poetic harmony that
occurs when a person chooses to work in conjunction with
the nature surrounding them,
which is the focus of much of
Jenine’s work.
Jenine’s work will be on display in the Kresge Library’s
upstairs gallery through October 4. You can check out more
of her work on her Instagram
account, @jenine_shereos, or
on her website: www.jenineshereos.com.

ed in helping people that are
creative and have cool ideas.”
The Chattanooga Mini Maker
Faire represents only a small
portion of the incredible
amount of makers in Chattanooga, but it provides a delightful glimpse into the kind
of variety the city is known
and celebrated for.
However, Maker Faire is not all
fun and games because setup
for the event can be difficult.
Ogle’s insightful perspective
on the setup process is that
“prep is always challenging
“prep is always challenging.
It’s a really cool experience
though because preparing
yourself for one of those
things helps you assess and
ask yourself is this something
Continued on page 6
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would like to do for the rest of
my life?’ I think it’s worth doing because of the things you
learn. There are hard things in
that, but it’s all good in some
way, shape, or form.”
When asked for advice to give
to students who might want to
participate in Maker Faire in
the future, Ogle said, “Remember that there’s not an invalid
making you can do. There are
so many cool things you can
do that are worth doing. Start
preparing early, talk to people. Be making things around
other people. Don’t just make
huddled up in your dorm room
somewhere, where there’s no
light. Go somewhere and be in
the midst of other makers and
other non-makers who are

giving you feedback, because
they have valid things to say.
Your making is NOT tied to your
identity, so it’s not something
you should go into saying ‘this
is me, this is who I am, please
accept me.’ I think the things
that you make are a product
of who God created you to be
and a gift that he’s given you,
but it’s important to remember that whatever happens at
Maker Faire does not define
your worth. It’s not a risk. It’s
part of the fun.”

ASTRONAUTICS
By Lily Tice

We learn the solar system like it’s on a plane:
flat, horizontal, beyond but not below,
Andromeda due west, alpha centauri east,
Helios running bowling ball sunshine down the alley to Pluto and
Quaoar, Sedna and Haumea,
all knocked out of the game out of technicality, but
if the game gets too loud, who is there
to bang a broom on the ceiling,
screaming to keep it down?
What celestial body calls the cops of the heavens,
screams about noise pollution, about
Voyager, an unwanted Witness canvassing at his door?
Star Sailor, careen your submersible
and descend to the underneath —
the cosmos below us.
Tilt your compasses to the unseen below.
We are almost all the way to Heaven.

The Hype Culture Epidemic
By Aline Sluis

Within the past five years,
hype culture has swept America by storm. Hype culture is
essentially a term used to describe a generation obsessed
with finding the next big thing.
It is a culture bent on excitement and adrenaline—almost
to the point of self-exhaustion.
Hype culture bleeds
into all societal circles in some
way, shape, or form. In the sciences, it involves developing
new treatments for diseases.
Some of these treatments will
work, but others offer only a
brief ray of hope. A prime example of this is the use of Zidovudine (AZT) to treat HIV in
the 1980s. Both doctors and
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) were so eager
to prescribe a potential treatment for HIV that not enough
testing was done when preparing the drug. Doctors ceased
to explore other options until
they realized that AZT was not
effective. Everyone was so excited about a potential cure
for HIV that they rushed the
administration of the drug and
it was not until the 1990s that
the FDA approved a different
treatment that finally enabled
HIV patients to live longer than
a year after being diagnosed.
Hype culture also appears in
the literary market. Literary
agents are forever searching
for the next best-seller. Everyone who has the ability
to write a decent sentence
is scrambling to produce the
next Harry Potter series. As
a result, some modern prose
emerges as bland, try-hard
writing when compared with
its predecessors.
Although hype culture can be
found everywhere, it is most
easily recognizable in the
realm of film. Picture this: a
spine-chilling trailer for a new
horror movie debuts. The trail-

er plays as an ad before every
YouTube video. There are advertisements for it on all social media platforms. There
are even ads on Amazon. It
is ubiquitous. Many people
spend money to see the film,
but most of them find that it
falls short of what they had
envisioned.
The rise of hype culture in the film industry is due
in part to marketing decisions.
The span of time between a
film’s trailer and a premiere
screening of the film is increasing. Even before a trailer
is released, film magazines
like Entertainment Weekly
and American Cinematographer publish articles on upand-coming projects months
before production begins. The
purpose behind this type of
marketing is to increase excitement and suspense; however, giving people too much
time with the material and the
trailer before they see the final
product can lead to the actual
film seeming anticlimactic.
These days, most trailers
showcase only the best footage and dialogue clips in the
film. Sometimes viewers take
these scenes and snatches of
dialogue and construct their
own ideas of how the narrative will play out. When the
final product fails to live up to
preconstructed expectations,
people leave a film full of disappointment.
Sometimes films that are not
even poor quality leave audiences unsatisfied. Sometimes
the film may even be a great
film; however, consumers are
caught up in their own ideas
of what course the film should
take and they leave the theater disappointed when the
film does not live up to preconceived expectations.
Besides
affecting
consumers, hype culture also
affects production of the film

itself. Often in the rush to get
the film to theaters, parts of
the production process are
glossed over. Characters are
left wooden. Dialogue becomes cheap. The cinematography is not aesthetically
pleasing. Whatever the case
may be, it is not hard to tell
when a production job is
rushed.
A prevalent fear in the discussion of hype culture is that it
will bring about the extinction
of creative minds and critical
thinkers. Thankfully though,
there are currently people
who are more concerned with
the art and thought involved
in their product rather than
the profits. For example, independent directors such as
Wes Anderson and the Coen
Brothers are not caught up in
the “make-more-films-makemore-money” philosophy of
larger big-name studios. They
focus instead on artfully conveying their message through
quality films.
In our culture, patience is going out of style—instant gratification is the popular mindset
encouraged by hype culture.
Advertisements are saturated
with slogans like, “Get rich
quick,” “How to write a book
in a month,” and, “Lose five
pounds in a week.” The culture falls into one continuous
cycle of searching for the next
big thing, hoping to satisfy the
age-old craving for getting the
best out of life and getting it
fast.
“Festina lente” is a
Latin motto meaning “make
haste slowly.” Often it is when
a culture slows down and
takes time to ponder that it
produces its greatest art. Perhaps if American culture rejected the current fast-paced,
hype culture timeline, our film
industry would produce more
thoughtful, well-crafted films.

OPINIONS

CAN’T WE DO
BETTER

By Novella Long

I firmly believe that if someone
has the grit to walk, ride the
tops of trains, and sometimes
run for their lives to enter our
country, they have every right
to stay here. If they bring their
children, their children deserve a life here, too. Moreover, those children, who are
raised bilingually, educated in
our school systems, and build
relationships here are a part
of our communities. That said,
I have always supported the
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) program, since
it seems to stand for everything I just said that I believe.
However, in the wake of its
current dismantling, I have
done a little more research
on it, and while it had great
intentions, it was designed
as a quick fix to a significant
problem. When it was signed
into law in 2012, it was to give
immediate assurance to children, teens, and young adults
brought to the States by immigrant parents that they will not
be deported.
However, DACA was not a longterm solution to the problem

because there is no path to
citizenship built into it. It essentially grants the ability to
legally live and work in the
United States for two years,
and when the two years are
up the permit can be renewed.
I know that DACA was and is
still greatly celebrated, and its
end is causing a lot of stress
for its recipients. My question,
however, is this: can’t we do
better?
Those who receive DACA are
still forced to live in a state
of tension, fearing something
like the exact event that has
just transpired—the termination of DACA, and therefore
the loss of protection and the
right to work. I imagine that
living in this tension—not to
mention the stress of having
parents who most likely have
no path to citizenship—makes
it difficult to thrive in the
places they call home.
Furthermore, DACA doesn’t
grant all the benefits of citizenship, such as the right to
vote, or even the right to get
a driver’s license in some
states. If recipients of this
program have been a part of
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our communities for so much
of their lives, I think they
should be able to participate
and have a fully-acknowledged
and respected voice, which is
hard to do if they are living in
citizenship-limbo.
Overall, I think DACA’s dismantling calls for a long-awaited,
comprehensive immigration
reform that allows both DACA
recipients and other immigrants such as their parents
a reasonable path to citizenship. I see this as a time to
finally allow those who have
made their homes, their families, their businesses, their
communities, and their friend-

ships here the full benefits
and responsibilities of citizenship.
My biggest concern with recent events is that I don’t
think DACA was terminated
because the current administration saw it as obsolete and
seeks to improve these people’s lives. Since the present
climate favors a closed-border
policy and a highly selective,
merit-based immigration system, I fear that DACA’s termination will ultimately lead to
the former recipients’ deportation.
So, back to my question: can’t
we do better? I believe yes, we

can. I believe that now is the
time to call and write our congressmen—and tell our friends
and family to do so too—and
tell them that as DACA phases
out, we want an immigration
system that allows these valuable, innovative, highly-skilled
friends, neighbors, and coworkers of ours to become citizens and grants them a legal
voice so that they can contribute even more fully to our
communities. Let’s make our
voices heard not for a quick
fix, but for a vessel for human
flourishing.

Share the Affair
By Mackenzie Jones

Upon attending Covenant in
the fall of 2014, all I heard
about Mountain Affair was
that it was amazing—one big,
fancy talent show. And supposedly some students camp
out overnight in front of the
chapel to get the best seats
for this grand event? As that
first Friday night approached,
I began to develop a fuller
understanding of what exactly
Mountain Affair is, and my anticipation heightened.
My mom was also intrigued by
the performance and flew from
my home in Virginia Beach,
Virginia, to Chattanooga in order to view the spectacle. My
aunt also tagged along. Now
I’m a senior and am anticipating her arrival this upcoming
Friday. This will be my mom’s
and aunt’s fourth attendance
at Mountain Affair and my
grandma’s second. Clearly we
all love it, and my mom has bemoaned to me multiple times
she will miss coming once I’ve
graduated. 		
Each year, I wait in line for
multiple hours, sometimes coordinating shifts with friends
so we have opportunities to
take breaks and eat dinner.
I vividly remember the doors
opening as the crowd simultaneously results in a massive
thrust towards the entrance.
You’re pushed and shoved
(starting to wonder if Christ is
preeminent in this behavior),
and you desperately try to stay
with your group so you can all
grab seats together.

Last year, I even broke a toenail in half while entering the
chapel — now whether I should
blame my Chacos or the throng
of people slamming against
me is still to be determined.
Regardless, all this hassle
is worth the dazzling lights,
fog on the stage, diverse and
stellar performances, and the
thrill of waiting to see if your
favorite act won first place. All
in all, Mountain Affair is one
of my favorite events of the academic year. 		
For the past four years, I’ve
anxiously awaited the list of
contestants. I must admit I
was a bit dismayed when this
year’s acts were released.
Members of four out of ten
groups have previously performed in Mountain Affair—
some more than one year.
Even though previous contestants are not allowed to audition with an act or song from a
prior year, the performers are
still the same. Bottom line,
their voices and skills are still
displayed, cultivating a sense
of repetition. When identifying contestants, my mom has
even asked me, “Didn’t they
play in [Mountain Affair] last
year?” Here’s a disclaimer: I
am not at all nullifying or disparaging the repeated acts.
As a piano player for sixteen
years, I truly do recognize and
respect the talent represented by those four groups.
However, I want to acknowledge other talent on campus.
We’re a liberal arts school;
therefore, Covenant is abun-

dant with a myriad of accomplished individuals. Each
incoming class provides a
fresh influx of artists and skill.
While first-timers are chosen
for Mountain Affair, I can’t
help but deny the feeling they
are overshadowed by previous
performers. In fact, I may even
claim anyone who is familiar
with Mountain Affair and considers auditioning may experience some anxiety knowing
there are incredibly talented
performers who have placed
in prior years. 		
I’m a competitive person, so
I completely understand the
competition within Mountain Affair and the title you
achieve by placing. However,
I think there’s something to
be gained by keeping it fresh
every year. By “fresh,” I mean
allowing only new contestants
each year. I am aware some of
you may find this unreasonable, especially if you didn’t
even place, but you had your
opportunity. We, the audience, would get to witness
something new each year,
keeping Mountain Affair original. I know of individuals who
are upperclassmen and have
just now auditioned this year.
If you’re patient with students
and give them a chance, they
may come out of the woodwork
and decide this is the year
they want to expose their talent to the school. I believe the
recurring groups can inadvertently keep this from happening. We’ve seen these acts. We
know what they’re capable of.
Even if a first-timer is richly

skilled, they may doubt their
own abilities and assume they
don’t stand a chance against
those who have placed or won
in the past. I’m sure those of
you who have performed in
the past can agree even if you
consider yourself proficient
with a certain instrument or if
you believe you have a stellar
voice, you still have doubts.
I ask you to understand others may feel the same way.
Now here’s my appeal to future contestants: don’t underestimate your talent. If
you believe you have something worth singing, showing,
or speaking, develop enough
confidence to overlook your
competition and recognize
what you also have to offer to
the campus. We want to hear
you, and we want to see you.
Overall, I still eagerly anticipate Mountain Affair, stand
in line for a good seat, and
expect to be entertained and
“wowed” with what my fellow
students have to offer. I just
want to see the competition
expand to a new set of contestants each year. I believe
we can obtain a broader perspective on campus by listening to and watching new acts,
appreciating their boldness,
and when it’s all over, awaiting next year’s different performers.
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FACILITIES
SERVICES:
THE BANE OF
MOST FRESHMAN
By Hannah O’Donnell
Based on the title, you are
probably assuming that I am
here to rant about how unnecessary facilities is and how it
inconvenienced me my freshmen year. Yet looking back on
the experiences I have had in
the past year, I realize I have
learned a lot from my time
daily scrubbing toilets.
My desire in writing this article
is to show the student body
that facilities isn’t that bad,
and in fact, it can be beneficial to your resume, character,
and social life. Facilities is not
always the thrill of a lifetime,
but with the right attitude you
can make it work for you.
Contrary to popular belief, facilities is an actual job. You
can put it on your resume and
get a reference from your supervisor. It plays an important
part in campus life. A great
deal of hard work and a great
deal of detail goes into keeping our campus clean and
beautiful. I didn’t fully comprehend this until I worked on

campus over the summer.
The facilities staff want to
make the campus nice for the
students. In order to do this,
they need capable workers
who are willing to do the job.
Even if you can’t see the impact of your work, remember
you are getting paid with real
money that goes into your real
account, therefore, making
this a real job. Finding ways to
make the job fun helps, too.
This may make you think I’m
crazy. There are, however, legitimate ways to have fun on
the job. Even the mundane
jobs can become enjoyable.
I cannot count the amount
of times I have hummed and
danced while mopping bathrooms or dusting railings. It
can be fun to do things out of
the ordinary, like install carpet or scrape up carpet glue.
It is fun to find ways to make
the job more exciting. But if
you are complaining constantly about how the work study
people gave you the worse job,
then you won’t get any value
out of it. You have to be willing

THE AMERICAIN
DREAM

By Marcus Dorsey

Are you a U.S. citizen? Are you
a U.S. resident? Do you have
a social security card? Fortunately, most of us can say,
“Yes!” to these questions.
The answer to those questions
determines if one can live
the American Dream or not.
According to Dictionary.com,
the American Dream is “the
ideal that every U.S. citizen
should have an equal opportunity to achieve success and
prosperity through hard work,
determination, and initiative.”
Recently this dream has been
unrealized for the Dreamers.
Who are the Dreamers? The
Dreamers are approximately 800,000 immigrants who
came to the U.S. illegally when
they were children. In 2012,
President Obama established
a policy called Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA). DACA protected those
thousands of immigrants from
deportation. With this policy
enacted, the Dreamers could
live the American Dream.
In February of 2017, Trump
stated “We love the dreamers. We love everybody.” On
September 5, 2017, however,
President Trump enacted a
plan to repeal DACA, removing
protections for the Dreamers
in six months. He asked Congress to create a replacement

for DACA in that time. Since
then, many immigrants who
have built their lives based on
DACA protections have begun
to live in fear of deportation.
Does this threat to uproot
people from their lives express
love to the Dreamers?
One Dreamer provides an extreme example of the effect
DACA’s repeal can have. One
18-year-old immigrant, Joaquin Luna Jr., wondered if he
could live the American Dream
without documentation. Joaquin was born in Mexico. He
came to the United States as
an infant and moved to Hidalgo County, one of the poorest
counties in Texas.
Poverty constantly knocked at
his door, but Joaquin was determined not to succumb. He
applied himself to his studies,
and was ranked 89 out of 467
students in his graduating
class. On weekends, Joaquin
mowed lawns to pay for guitar
lessons. He hoped to become
a civil engineer or an architect
and even constructed some
blueprints for a new home
for his mother. This young
man was living the American
Dream. He worked hard, was
determined to succeed, and
took the initiative to reach his
goals. Despite all this, Joaquin
knew that his undocumented
status would always be a barrier to lasting success. When

to take the mundane and turn
it into enthusiasm.
If you don’t enjoy the work, get
to know your coworkers. Cleaning is not fun all the time, but
it is nice when you have people
to bond with. I have met some
of my best friends in facilities.
They have made it bearable to
come to work on the roughest days. There was one day
last year that I clocked in just
to be with one of my friends
because I was having a hard
time. My coworkers were and
still are blessings to my life,
but without facilities, I may
not have gotten to experience
them.
Facilities is not always a fun
job and it can be disgusting.
Yet, there are benefits and it
is always easier to get the job
done if you aren’t complaining
about it. Any job you are going
to have in life will have difficult moments, so don’t expect
a work study job to be any different. Your “little c calling”
right now is to be a student,
a hallmate, a friend, and perhaps to be a facilities worker.
You are called to do your job
in the best way possible in the
position in which God places
you. By working to your best
ability, you are contributing
to this campus. Whether or
not you do your job well truly
does matter. If you really hate
your job, then remember it is
only for an academic year, not
a lifetime. If you can do your
job cleaning toilets well, then
you can do your job anywhere
someday even better.

the U.S. Senate failed to pass
the Dream Act — a predecessor to DACA—in 2010, he was
left with no hope, no determination, and no reason to live.
On the morning of November
25, 2011, Joaquin woke up
and put on a maroon shirt
and tie. He lay down next to
his mother and reportedly told
her that he was never going to
be the person he wanted to
be. Joaquin then proceeded
to the bathroom with a gun in
his hand. He placed the gun
under his chin and pulled the
trigger. Joaquin took his life
because he knew he could not
live the American Dream.
When DACA was passed, many
undocumented immigrants

PUGH REVIEW: 2
By Anna Pugh
In the midst of the emotional
roller coaster of finals week last
semester, one dinosaur-onesie
wearing Victoria Yang urgently
informed me that there was a
new Chattanooga spot that must
be reviewed. Naturally, I did
what any academically-driven
student would do and gave up
on finals studying for a morning
to check it out. It was good
enough that I ended up there
three times during the restaurant’s opening week. Freshmen,
consider this to be your “little c”
calling—go to 2 Sons Kitchen for
breakfast, lunch, or brunch.
Chef Nathan Flynt combines
his fine dining and food truck
past to create this unique spot
located on M.L.K. Boulevard in
the heart of the city. The simple
décor highlights the historic
building, beautiful floors, exposed brick, large windows, and
Chattanooga mural. The interior
is unassuming, which allows the
food to speak volumes. 2 Sons
features Southern comfort food
done right with a bit of a twist in
most of the dishes.
Breakfast at this place defits
within a college budget with
most items being under $4 or
$5. Two favorites are the homemade yogurt and granola for a
fresh start to the day or my personal favorite, the Fried Chicken
Biscuit. Now this is not simply
a chicken biscuit. It is perfectly
breaded, tender chicken on a
crumbly biscuit doused in a hot
honey sauce. If given a straw, I
suddenly had the hope that
Joaquin was denied. They
believed that they could live
the American Dream, so they
pursued it. Now that President
Trump has repealed DACA,
many undocumented immigrants’ lives have been called
into question. Their jobs, families, homes—everything has
been endangered.
After many immigrants have
contributed to American prosperity and success, the United
States government questions
if DACA recipients can truly
live the American Dream. The
Dreamers are angry and afraid.
And can we blame them for
feeling this way? The Dreamers are people who have lived

would probably drink that hot
honey sauce. While normally
Maple Street Biscuit Company
is the only place worthwhile for
biscuits and gravy, 2 Sons does
a fine (though perhaps not extraordinary) version for less than
half the price. Lunch goes up
in cost, but is still reasonable,
as most menu items are under
$8 and the sandwiches are
incredibly flavorful. The top pick
for me is the Midnight in Saigon
with pulled pork on a Niedlov’s
bun, a tart Japanese ponzu
sauce, and a carrot-cilantro slaw
to make it one of a kind. While
most of the food I have tried has
been solid, the cinnamon rolls
were quite disappointing. They
came highly recommended by
employees as their favorite thing
on the menu, but they ended up
being dry, bready, and relatively
flavorless. It was honestly just a
sad, close-to-tears experience.
(I remedied it later by making
homemade pumpkin cinnamon
rolls and the sadness soon
dissipated.) Furthermore, while
the carrot-cilantro slaw/salad
is great on a sandwich, it is not
recommended as a side as it
ends up tasting like nothing
more than shaved raw carrots.
This restaurant will not be
life-changing or the best meal
in the city, but the reasonable
prices and distinctive take on
Southern foods already make
2 Sons a Chattanooga staple.
Keep in mind it is closed on
Sundays, parking
the American Dream. They
have led productive lives as
students, entrepreneurs, soldiers, doctors, first responders in recent natural disasters
like Hurricane Harvey, and so
much more.
Many Dreamers are living the
American Dream better than
natural-born Americans who
do not have the same appreciation for the freedoms found
in this country. It is wrong for
President Trump to repay the
Dreamers by refusing to allow
them to continue to live the
American Dream. We need the
Dreamers and the Dreamers
need us.

